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Common

Walnut

This captivating flooring boasts dark, deep,
rich tones that are occasionally highlighted
with small sprays of lighter wood. It’s swirling
patterns set off each plank, offering a rare
and completely unique look. This hardwood
creates a dynamic floor with warm ambiance
that will last for generations.

Conservation

Beech
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Perhaps not as well-known as oak or maple
flooring, beech is a wonderful species with a
lot of appeal. It has an even blend of reddish
brown heartwood and lighter colored sapwood.
To complement its natural warmth, beech has a
mostly closed, straight grain and a fine uniform
texture which fits well in contemporary settings.

Select & Better

beautiful room. It is for those who appreciate beauty and want to revel in it.
It is for those who appreciate honesty, integrity and craftsmanship and want a part of it.
even a

Common

Rift & Quartered

Rift and quartered red oak has an elegant,
straight grained appearance with beautiful figure,
which sets it apart from the more common
“cathedral grain” properties of plain sawn red oak.
Its inherent qualities of stability and beauty place
it in the premium company of hard maple, walnut
and cherry. Rift and quartered sawn boards help to
minimize the movement that occurs when wood
reacts to the moisture and temperature changes
that occur with the changing seasons.

#2 Common

Rift & Quartered

functional room,

Red Oak -

#1 Common

White Oak -

North Wood Flooring is for people who desire more than a
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The typical rift and quartered white oak has a
more pronounced “ray fleck” than red oak, easily
seen by the naked eye. Our rift and quartered
boards are characterized by clean, straight grain
patterns with beautiful figure. Rift and quartered
sawn boards help to minimize the movement
that occurs when wood reacts to the moisture
and temperature changes that occur with the
changing seasons.

#1 Common

#2 Common

Call us for more details, or to locate your local distributor.
107 Business 141 N, Coleman, WI 54112-9450

tel 920.897.2693

fax 920.897.4693

Excellent. Honest. Beautiful.

Our Products

Based in the heart of Northern Hardwoods (the best quality available),
North Wood Flooring is a solid hardwood flooring mill driven by a basic

Stock widths are 11/2”, 21/4”, 31/4”, 3”, 4”, 5”, 6”, 7”, 8” and 9”
All flooring is 3/4” thick
Tongue and grooved and endmatched
Square-edged and/or micro-beveled
Random lengths up to 81/2’ long
Bundles are 8’ nested and grade stamped
Available as unfinished or prefinished

principle: excellence. We simply manufacture the best possible product

Northern Red Oak has an attractive,
well-defined grain pattern, and
rich luxuriant color. This species
is renowned for its toughness and
durability. It makes a hardwood floor
well-suited for commercial or
residential high traffic areas.

This wood offers striking color variation, ranging from its
light colored sapwood to its earthy reddish brown heartwood.
The species is generally straight-grained with a fine uniform
texture, typically characterized by a plain and often curly or
wavy pattern. Similar to maple, it is hard and strong, making
it a good choice for high-traffic areas.

With the finest grains and lines. Every employee is hard working. Each
one takes pride in every board that comes off the line. Every relationship
is honest. We continually build our reputation with our customers by
providing an incredible diversity of woods which display long-lasting
beauty and durability that installers keep coming back for.

Red Birch
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Hard Maple

This extraordinarily hard species
captivates the eye with its soft,
consistent color tones and offers
a clean, contemporary feel. The
Northern Maple has a closed,
subdued grain, a uniform texture
and its rock-solid hardness creates
floors that will withstand the tests
of time and wear.
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Premium

2nd & Better

#1 Common
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White Oak

This species’ brown undertones
speak of a strong, clean look.
It is mostly straight-grained
with a medium to coarse
texture, with longer rays than
red oak, which gives it more
figure. Sturdy and beautiful,
White Oak has long been a
traditional all-American floor.

Cherry
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Select Heart
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The luxurious tones of cherry are unparalleled in
northern hardwood species. Its rich reds and browns
deepen beautifully with age and feature a fine and
frequently wavy grain pattern with a uniform satin-like
texture. It has served for centuries as a hard, durable
flooring material with warm beauty.

1st Grade

3rd Grade

Common

The red birch is a very unique floor. Because it uses
the heartwood of yellow birch, there are limited
grades, but those few offer sheer beauty. The wood is
typically straight-grained with a fine uniform texture
and occasional curly grain flourishes or wavy figuring.
It is a heavy, hard and very durable floor.
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Clear

Yellow Birch

Common

in the safest and most honest way possible. Every board is beautiful.

Clear

Red Oak
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Select & Better All Heart

Ash

This beautifully grained wood is
known for its hardness. It is generally
light to medium toned in color, richly
grained and has a coarse uniform
texture. Traditionally, the strength
of Ash wood has made it the choice
for baseball bats, but it also offers
superior stability and beautiful
character to flooring applications.

Common

Hickory

Common

Common All Heart

This flooring makes a bold
statement – it is strikingly
unique and distinctive, catching
the eye with its dramatic grain
and rich brown tones. This
species is well-known for its very
good strength and high density.
It is a resilient surface that will
stand up to centuries of wear.

